Ignite Continuous
Digital Transformation

Data has become a strategic asset for continuous
digital transformation.

50%

80%

79%

of organizations put
data at the heart of
decision-making1

of CEOs say the pandemic
has accelerated digital
transformation3

of organizations where data
is trusted consider
themselves more agile2

The problem:
Legacy data systems unable to
drive business outcomes in an age
of rising data volumes, complexity
and the need for speed

Increased speed in decision making and
business agility

Exploding data volumes

Humanity generated 64 zettabytes
of digital information last year, 60x
more bytes than there are stars in
the observable universe.4

92% of C-level executives believe organizational
agility is critical to business success, yet only 27%
consider themselves to be highly agile.5

The answer:
Find, understand and govern your
data with Informatica Intelligent
Data Management Cloud on AWS

Key components
Data migration
Accelerate data migration with
automated, intelligent data management

App modernization
Support the move to cloud-native and
microservices-based apps

Data and analytics governance
Enable deeper understanding of
your data and AI models

Data quality
Source and analyze data at speed

Data analytics
Feed trusted data into company
BI tools and ML models

Master data management
Get a 360-degree view of all data

Technology partners

Amazon Simple Storage Service
Amazon Athena
Amazon OpenSearch Service
Amazon EMR
Amazon Redshift
Amazon SageMaker
Amazon Kinesis

Cloud-native
AI-powered
Metadata-driven
Informatica Intelligent
Data Management Cloud™

Benefits

Data cataloging that
supports discovery
and understanding

Data ingestion and
integration into the
cloud storage layer

Data curation
and preparation
for AI and ML

Stream processing
for real-time
analytics

Success story:
Challenge

The results

“We went from a world of batch
data and warehouses, to having
real-time insights that let us
manage our fleet, so cars are
ready for customers when and
where they need them.”

Managing a digital fleet of 650,000 vehicles
Adding new services and improved
customer experiences

Solution

Advanced vehicle analytics:
Optimizing fuel consumption, preventative
maintenance, and the timing of fleet re-sale

Digital transformation requires a data
management solution that can manage:

Any
data type

Any data source:
on premises,
multi-cloud, or a
combination of
the two

Any
user

Any data
integration
pattern

Massive volumes
of data for
analytics

The demands of
data governance,
regulatory
compliance and
data privacy

Contact us and find out how to start your Informatica
Cloud Data Integration Free Service on AWS and
process up to 500M rows of data per month,
free-of-charge: www.informatica.com/awsfree
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